Evaluation of three-dimensional printed virtual setups.
Digital setups are reliable and show numerous benefits to the orthodontic practice. Fused deposition modeling can build physical replicas of these setup models. The purpose of this study was to compare 3-dimensional printed and conventional setups. Ten sets of pretreatment plaster models were randomly selected and scanned to obtain digital replicas. Conventional and virtual setups were constructed based on the treatment plan, anchorage needs, and extraction pattern. The same arch form was used for corresponding conventional and digital setups by replicating the archwire on the screen with the use of the 1:1 real scaling tool in the Orthoanalyzer software (3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark). Printed and manual setups were measured to compare dimensional accuracy and inter- and intra-arch characteristics. The differences were assessed by means of paired t test analyses. The majority of measurements showed higher values on the manual setup models. Statistically significant differences were found in 6 dimensional-accuracy measurements (from -0.04 to 0.32 mm). One intra-arch (from 0.01 to 1.55 mm) and all inter-arch (from 0.87 to 0.95 mm) characteristics showed statistically significant differences. Maxillary models exhibited greater variations than mandibular setup models. Three-dimensional setups printed with fused deposition modeling are not comparable to conventional setups. The digital setup process should be managed with care to avoid tooth collision and overcome software limitations.